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Abstract 14 

A T-wave is a seismo-acoustic wave that can travel a long distance in the ocean with little 15 

attenuation, making it valuable for monitoring remote tectonic activity and changes in ocean 16 

temperature using seismic ocean thermometry (SOT). However, current high-quality T-wave 17 

stations are sparsely distributed, limiting the detectability of oceanic seismicity and the spatial 18 

resolution of global SOT. The use of ocean bottom distributed acoustic sensing (OBDAS), through 19 

the conversion of telecommunication cables into dense seismic arrays, is a cost-effective and 20 

scalable means to complement existing seismic stations. Here, we systematically investigate the 21 

performance of OBDAS for oceanic seismicity detection and SOT using a 4-day Ocean 22 

Observatories Initiative community experiment offshore Oregon. We first present T-wave 23 

observations from distant and regional earthquakes and develop a curvelet denoising scheme to 24 

enhance T-wave signals on OBDAS. After denoising, we show that OBDAS can detect and locate 25 

more and smaller T-wave events than regional OBS network. During the 4-day experiment, we 26 

detect 92 oceanic earthquakes, most of which are missing from existing catalogs. Leveraging the 27 

sensor density and cable directionality, we demonstrate the feasibility of source azimuth estimation 28 

for regional Blanco earthquakes. We also evaluate the SOT performance of OBDAS using pseudo-29 

repeating earthquake T-waves. Our results show that OBDAS can utilize repeating earthquakes as 30 

small as M3.5 for SOT, outperforming ocean bottom seismometers. However, ocean ambient 31 

natural and instrumental noise strongly affects the performance of OBDAS for oceanic seismicity 32 

detection and SOT, requiring further investigation. 33 

Plain Language Summary 34 

Oceanic earthquakes can produce loud sounds in the ocean. These sounds usually arrive at a 35 

seismic station as the tertiary wave, a so-called T-wave, following the arrival of the primary P-36 

wave and secondary S-wave. T-waves can propagate thousands of kilometers in the ocean’s 37 

SOFAR (SOund Fixing And Ranging) channel with little energy loss. Thus, they are useful for 38 

monitoring earthquakes and ocean temperature changes. However, currently available instruments 39 

for measuring these waves are limited. Recently, a new type of technique, Distributed Acoustic 40 

Sensing (DAS), provides an opportunity to expand the seismic-recording capability in the ocean. 41 

Ocean bottom distributed acoustic sensing (OBDAS) can effectively turn submarine 42 

telecommunication cables into dense seismic sensors that complement conventional seismometers. 43 

In this study, we explore the OBDAS potential for T-wave detection. With a 4-day OBDAS 44 

community experiment offshore Oregon, we demonstrate that OBDAS does a better job than a 45 

conventional seismic network for detecting T-waves when a specifically designed denoising 46 

scheme is applied. In addition, OBDAS has the potential to measure ocean temperature changes 47 

using more repeating earthquakes of smaller magnitudes, outperforming conventional sensors. 48 

However, the accuracy of the OBDAS system can be strongly affected by various types of noise, 49 

which requires further research.  50 
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1 Introduction 51 

As a tertiary arrival after the P-wave and S-wave on seismograms, the seismo-acoustic T-wave 52 

propagates horizontally at a speed of ~1.5 km/s along the ocean SOund Fixing And Ranging 53 

(SOFAR) channel, where ocean sound speed reaches a minimum (Tolstoy & Ewing, 1950; 54 

Linehan, 1940). Generated from earthquakes and a number of acoustic sources in the water column, 55 

T-waves can travel a long distance (>1000 km) with little energy loss. T-waves exhibit spindle-56 

shaped, high-frequency (>1 Hz) waveforms on hydrophones (Fox et al, 1995), ocean bottom 57 

seismometers (OBS; Hamada, 1985), autonomous MERMAID floats (Simon et al., 2021), and 58 

even land stations (e.g., Buehler & Shearer, 2015). Since their early documentations in the 1930s 59 

(Jagger, 1930; Collins, 1936), T-waves have been widely used to monitor oceanic seismicity (Fox 60 

et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2002; Dziak et al, 2004; Hanson & Bowman, 2006; Parnell‐Turner et al., 61 

2022) and volcanism (Wech et al, 2018; Tepp & Dziak, 2021), promote tsunami warning (Okal & 62 

Talandier, 1986; Matsumoto et al., 2016), determine earthquake properties (Walker et al., 1992; 63 

de Groot-Hedlin, 2005), discriminate explosive and seismic sources (Talandier & Okal, 2001, 64 

2016), infer detached slabs (Okal, 2001), and constrain crustal attenuation (Koyanagi et al., 1995; 65 

Zhou et al., 2021), significantly broadening our understanding of tectonic process in the remote 66 

ocean (Dziak et al., 2012) and seismo-acoustic wave genesis and propagation (Okal, 2008).  67 

T-waves can also provide valuable insights to long-term deep ocean temperature changes. With 68 

more than 90% of excess heat due to the greenhouse effect being absorbed, the ocean is 69 

experiencing a secular warming trend of ~0.02 K per decade (Wunsch, 2016). Since the ocean is 70 

an efficient hydroacoustic transmitter and sound speed in seawater increases with temperature, Wu 71 

et al. (2021) developed seismic ocean thermometry (SOT) to quantify basin-scale ocean 72 

temperature changes from the travel time changes of T-waves generated by repeating earthquakes. 73 

This idea was inspired by the ocean acoustic tomography proposed by Munk and Wunsch (1979). 74 

While the latter concept, which utilizes active sources, has achieved great success (Munk et al., 75 

1994; ATOC Consortium, 1998), the cost-efficient SOT approach has shown great potential to 76 

complement modern Argo Climatology data (Riser et al., 2016) in a passive way. Applying SOT 77 

to the equatorial Indian Ocean revealed ocean dynamic signals at various time scales and depths 78 

including seasonal changes, meso-scale eddies and equatorial waves (Wu et al., 2021; Callies et 79 

al., 2023), that demonstrates its potential to complement existing ocean temperature observations. 80 

A further expansion of oceanic seismicity monitoring and SOT to the global ocean requires the 81 

establishment of long-term stations to record high-quality T-waves. However, suitable T-wave 82 

stations remain sparsely distributed, the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization 83 

(CBTBO) operating a handful of hydrophone stations (Figure 1a), and with other networks 84 

maintaining a few island stations and a limited number of offshore cabled sites, greatly limiting 85 

the spatial coverage of oceanic seismicity monitoring and global SOT. In particular, the coverage 86 

of the Arctic and Southern Oceans (Figure 1a) is extremely poor, highlighting an urgent need for 87 

more observations to fill the gap. Meanwhile, deploying and maintaining long-term, high-quality 88 
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T-wave instrumentation in the harsh ocean environment is a significant logistical and financial 89 

challenge. 90 

Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a new and promising technology that offers a cost-efficient 91 

and scalable solution for deploying large-aperture, long-term, dense seismic arrays. By converting 92 

Rayleigh-type backscattering due to intrinsic fiber impurities to longitudinal strain or strain rate, 93 

DAS repurposes pre-existing telecommunication fiber-optic cables into arrays of thousands of 94 

vibration sensors (Hartog, 2017). With up to ~100 km aperture and sensor spacing of a few meters, 95 

DAS can record high frequency wavefields at unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution, making it 96 

a compelling tool for a range of geophysical settings (Zhan, 2020; Lindsey & Martin, 2021). In 97 

underwater environments, ocean bottom DAS (OBDAS) has been successfully used as a very 98 

broadband instrument (Ide et al., 2021) to detect earthquakes (Lior et al., 2021), illuminate seafloor 99 

faults (Lindsey et al., 2019), characterize marine sediment (Spica et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2021; 100 

Viens et al., 2022), monitor ocean dynamics (Sladen et al., 2019; Williams et al., 2019, 2022) and 101 

map offshore wind turbines (Williams et al., 2021). With air-gun shots, Matsumoto et al., (2021) 102 

demonstrated that OBDAS is effective in sensing hydroacoustic signals across a broad frequency 103 

range from a tenth to a few tens of Hz. Recently, Ugalde et al., (2022) presented T-wave 104 

observations on OBDAS in the Canary Islands from several regional and distant earthquakes. 105 

However, due to limited observations, the performance of OBDAS for oceanic seismicity detection 106 

and SOT has not yet been systematically investigated. 107 

In this study, we use data from a 4-day community experiment conducted offshore central Oregon 108 

to examine T-waves on OBDAS. To identify potential T-wave candidates on OBDAS, we first 109 

build a T-wave catalog using Ocean Networks Canada cabled OBS and hydrophone array. With 110 

this catalog, we identify T-wave observations on OBDAS and develop a curvelet denoising 111 

algorithm to enhance T-wave signal-to-noise ratios. The application of curvelet denoising on 112 

OBDAS enables us to detect 92 T-wave events, three times the number identified in the NEPTUNE 113 

T-wave catalog. Meanwhile, the OBDAS cable directionality enables us to constrain the source 114 

azimuth of regional Blanco earthquakes through array beamforming. With the enhanced detection 115 

capability, we propose a new workflow for SOT with OBDAS by taking advantage of a larger 116 

number of usable small repeating earthquakes compared to the OBS data. Lastly, we also discuss 117 

the noise in OBDAS data, which requires further investigation. 118 

2 Data 119 

The Ocean Observatory Initiative (OOI) Regional Cable Array (RCA) offshore central Oregon is 120 

a long-term infrastructure designed to facilitate integrated investigations into both volcanic and 121 

coastal systems (Kelly et al., 2014). It provides real-time telemetry for over 140 instruments, 122 

including OBSs, remote access fluid samplers, DNA samplers, acoustic doppler current profilers 123 

and so on. The OOI RCA observatory is powered by and communicates through two 124 

telecommunication fiber-optic subsea backbone cables, with the northern branch extending to 125 
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Axial Seamount and the southern branch running to the Oregon shelf (Figure 1b). Since 2015, five 126 

OBSs have been deployed near Southern hydrate ridge (Figure 1b) in order to monitor oceanic 127 

seismicity, track melt migration, and whale vocalizations, with four located at the ridge summit at 128 

a water depth of ~800 m (HYS11-14) and one situated at the slope base at a water depth of ~2900 129 

m (HYSB1).  130 

 131 

Figure 1. The CTBTO hydrophone network and our study region. (a). Global CTBTO 132 

hydrophones and T-wave stations. The gray box illustrates our study region. (b). Map view of our 133 

study region with background tectonics and seismicity, cabled ocean observatories (ONC 134 

NEPTUNE and OOI RCA; orange triangles), and OOI OBDAS. The insert panel (top right) is a 135 

zoom-in view of OBDAS (purple lines) and OBSs at OOI. The green dots indicate the locations 136 

where the OOI North and South cables turn southward. White lines denote entire backbone cables. 137 

The green arrow represents the T-wave propagation direction from Aleutian earthquakes. 138 

During a scheduled maintenance period of the OOI RCA platform in November 2021, a four-day 139 

community experiment was conducted to explore the potential of submarine DAS for observing 140 
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seismic, oceanographic, acoustic, and geodetic processes (Wilcock et al., 2023). Specifically, 141 

between November 1st and 5th, two fiber-optic backbone cables were temporarily converted to 142 

OBDAS arrays, referred to as OOI North and OOI South. The OOI North array had two optical 143 

fibers connected to Optasense QuantX and Silixa iDASv3 interrogators, respectively, to record 144 

OBDAS data up to the first optical repeater located at ~65 km from the shore, with a gauge length 145 

of 30 m during most of the experiment. OOI South had one fiber for collecting OBDAS data using 146 

another Optasense QuantX interrogator, while the other fiber was used for distributed temperature 147 

sensing. The first optical repeater of OOI South is located ~95 km away, and the gauge length is 148 

set at 50 m. With a channel spacing of ~2 m, the OOI North array has a total number of 32,600 149 

channels whereas the OOI South array consists of 47,500 channels. During the experiment, both 150 

arrays recorded abundant low-frequency acoustic signals such as whale calls and ship noise 151 

(Wilcock et al, 2023). In this study, we solely focus on the Optasense OBDAS data since the data 152 

from both arrays are available, allowing for a direct and straightforward comparison. 153 

Located ~400 km northeast of the RCA network, the Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) North-East 154 

Pacific Undersea Networked Experiments (NEPTUNE) off the coast of British Columbia is 155 

another multidisciplinary observatory that has been used to monitor the earth/ocean system since 156 

2009. The NEPTUNE network consists of more than 14 ocean bottom seismometers, 157 

accelerometers and hydrophones that are mainly distributed across four sites: Clayoquot Slope, 158 

Endeavour Ridge, Cascadia Basin, and Barkley Canyon (Barnes et al., 2008; Figure 1b). Both the 159 

OOI and NEPTUNE networks have high sensitivity to T-waves from earthquakes at mid-ocean 160 

ridges and transform faults in the northeast Pacific and the Aleutian subduction zone (Dziak et al., 161 

2012; Tréhu et al., 2018). 162 

3 Regional T-wave event catalog using NEPTUNE 163 

During the four-day community DAS experiment, the global ISC (International Seismological 164 

Centre; Bondár & Storchak, 2011) catalog only documents a few earthquakes in the northeast 165 

Pacific that might produce high-quality T-waves (Table S1). To search for a more complete set of 166 

T-wave events, we download vertical component seismograms from eight NEPTUNE stations, 167 

with two at each site (Figure 2a), remove their instrument responses, mean values and linear trends, 168 

and band-pass filter the data between 4 and 6 Hz, which is favorable for high-quality T-wave 169 

observations (Okal, 2008). We implement a recursive short-time-average/long-time-average 170 

(STA/LTA) algorithm (Withers et al., 1998) to detect T-waves on each individual station. With a 171 

STA of 5 s and LTA of 50 s, potential T-waves are identified once their STA/LTA ratios exceed a 172 

threshold of 1.8, which corresponds to ~12 times the median absolute deviation of daily STA/LTA. 173 

We then clean all the picks in a 50-s sliding window and only retain detections if T-waves are 174 

observed at more than three sites (Figure 2c). After careful visual examinations, we establish a 175 

total of 27 T-wave events (Table S1). Our NEPTUNE catalog includes six earthquakes in the ISC 176 

catalog with three M4.0+ events in the Aleutian trench, two small ones north of NEPTUNE and a 177 
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Mw4.4 event near the coast of Northern California (Figure 2; Table S1), confirming the robustness 178 

of our method.  179 

 180 

Figure 2. Ocean Networks Canada NEPTUNE T-wave catalog. (a). Regional seismicity detected 181 

using T-waves at the NEPTUNE networks. The red and gray circles indicate earthquakes with 182 

detectable and undetectable T-waves on OOI OBDAS, respectively. The green dashed circle 183 

denotes the event shown in (c). (b). Similar to (a) but for earthquakes along the Aleutian trench. 184 

(c). T-waves detected on the NEPTUNE array from a Blanco earthquake. The gray lines indicate 185 

T-wave envelopes smoothed by a 5-s sliding window. The green and purple solid circles represent 186 

the picked and predicted T-wave arrivals (envelope peaks), respectively. 187 

We find four non-ISC events that generate clear P-waves and S-waves at nearby onshore stations 188 

(Figure S1). To determine their origin times and locations, we perform a grid search with an 189 

interval of 0.02°, minimizing the L1 norm of the time differences between predicted and manually 190 

picked P and S arrivals (see supplementary text S1 for more details; Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). 191 

All of them are located in regions of active background seismicity close to the continental shelf – 192 
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two near the Explorer Ridge and the other two to the north of the NEPTUNE array (Figures 2a and 193 

S1). Given the optimal locations, we estimate their local magnitudes (ML) by averaging over all 194 

the stations in a frequency band of 2-10 Hz (Bakun & Joyner, 1984). The resulting magnitudes, 195 

ranging from ML1.6 to ML2.3, are too small to be detected in the ISC catalog (Table S1). For the 196 

remaining non-ISC events without clear P and S observations at onshore stations, we use the arrival 197 

times of T-wave envelope peaks to determine event locations (Figures 2c and S1). Compared to 198 

P-waves and S-waves, T-waves are excited within a broad area near the source (Okal, 2008) and 199 

consequently less sensitive to earthquake locations, so we limit the grid search to seismically active 200 

regions and use a relatively larger interval of 0.05°. Given that oceanic earthquakes are typically 201 

shallow and T-wave arrival time has little sensitivity to depth, the focal depth is fixed at 10 km. 202 

The results suggest that most events reflect local seismicity near the NEPTUNE array (Hyndman   203 

et al., 1979; Hooft et al., 2010; Savard et al., 2020) but seven of them are from the Blanco transform 204 

fault (Table S1), all of which are consistent with the tectonic background (Figure 2a). We do not 205 

determine the magnitudes of the seven Blanco events since a robust magnitude estimate using T-206 

wave is challenging (Okal, 2008). However, a previous study by Fox et al. (1993) suggested that 207 

detectable T-wave events at similar distances are generally of magnitude M2.0+. Overall, our four-208 

day catalog includes many more events compared to the global ISC catalog and provides us with 209 

prior knowledge to search for T-waves on OOI OBDAS. 210 

4 OBDAS for T-wave observations and denoising 211 

4.1 T-wave observations at OOI OBDAS 212 

With the new catalog, we visually scrutinize the T-waves on OBDAS for each event at 4-6 Hz, the 213 

same frequency band used for the NEPTUNE T-wave observations. Most of the events, except for 214 

those near the NEPTUNE array, excite visible T-waves at OOI North and OOI South (Figure 2; 215 

Table S1). In particular, a Mw5.2 Fox islands earthquake, the largest event in our NEPTUNE 216 

catalog, generates clear T-waves with a duration of >150 s on the 25-60 km portion of OOI North 217 

(N25_60) and 20-65 km segment of OOI South (S20_65; Figures 3c and 3d). Intriguingly, the 218 

wavefields exhibit a sharp drop of T-wave energy at distances of ~60 km on OOI North and ~65 219 

km on OOI South (Figure 3), where the cable orientations become more perpendicular to the T-220 

wave propagation direction (Figure 1b). The decreases in T-wave energy could be attributed to the 221 

directional sensitivity of OBDAS – the radial strain converted from the acoustic pressure of a T-222 

wave would be reduced when the incoming wave propagation direction becomes perpendicular to 223 

the cable orientation (Martin et al., 2021; Fang et al., 2023). Another possible explanation for the 224 

weaker T-wave observation could be elevated bathymetry blocking the wave propagation to the 225 

seafloor. However, the latter interpretation may not be applicable here as no obvious elevated 226 

bathymetry is present. In contrast, earthquakes from the Blanco transform fault exhibit more 227 

continuous T-wave wavefields across both cables (Figures 3e and 3f), favoring our former 228 

interpretation of directional sensitivity. Compared to the Mw5.2 Fox islands earthquake, the 229 
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Blanco event produces T-waves with shorter durations and lower signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) due 230 

to its smaller magnitude (Figure 3). In both cases, T-waves consistently exhibit lower SNRs at 231 

cable distances less than 30 km (Figure 3), which can be attributed to two main factors. Firstly, the 232 

presence of strong background noise associated with ocean gravity waves significantly 233 

contaminates the T-wave signal. Secondly, as the T-wave propagates towards the coast, it 234 

undergoes complex interactions with the seafloor, leading to dramatic signal attenuation. 235 

 236 

Figure 3. 4-6 Hz T-waves on the OOI OBDAS arrays. (a). Water depth along OOI North. (b). 237 

Water depth along OOI South. (c). The 4-6 Hz T-wave on OOI North from the Mw5.2 Fox islands 238 

earthquake. (d). Similar to (c) but for OOI South. (e). The 4-6 Hz T-wave on OOI North from a 239 

Blanco earthquake that occurred on November 4th, 2021 (dashed circle in Figure 2a; Event No. 25 240 

in Table S1). The grey box N40_45 denotes the wavefield used in Figures 4 and 6. (f). Similar to 241 

(e) but for OOI South. 242 

As a relatively new instrument for underwater environment, OBDAS can in fact record T-waves 243 

across a broad frequency band, extending beyond the 4-6 Hz range, but with lower SNRs. Taking 244 

the Blanco earthquake as an example, we calculate the noise and T-wave spectra of individual 245 

OBDAS channels on the 45-50 km segment of OOI North (N45_50; Figure 3e). Given a sound 246 

speed of 1.5 km/s, we select the noise and T-wave windows as -45 to -15 s and -15 to 15 s relative 247 

to the predicted T-wave arrivals, respectively. The resulting power spectrum density (PSD) of raw 248 

OBDAS data exhibits large amplitude noise below 1 Hz, likely associated with ocean-related 249 

microseisms (Webb, 1998; Figure 4a). The PSD then sharply drops at 1-2 Hz and gradually decays 250 
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from 2 Hz to 40 Hz (Figure 4a), which is consistent with previous observations (Lior et al., 2021; 251 

Ugalde et al, 2022). The median PSD of the T-wave is slightly above the median PSD of noise 252 

between 4 Hz and 30 Hz, resulting in a low T-wave SNR up to ~3 dB at 10-20 Hz (Figure 4). OOI 253 

South also exhibits similar T-wave observations, while the NEPTUNE OBS at a similar water 254 

depth but a larger distance shows one order of magnitude higher SNRs over a broad frequency 255 

range (2-40 Hz) peaking at 3-5 Hz (Figure 4b). The low SNRs in OOI OBDAS are due to 256 

significant noise masking the landward propagating T-wave. The noise is predominantly grouped 257 

in the seaward direction with a slowness range of 125-700 m/s, which is likely associated with 258 

Scholte waves backscattered from a bathymetry step at ~30 km on OOI North (Figure 3e). Previous 259 

OBDAS studies also reported backscattered Scholte waves in ambient noise cross-correlations and 260 

attributed them to subsurface lateral variations (Spica et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2021). Here, our 261 

observations of backscattered Scholte waves are likely linked with the sharp change of bathymetry 262 

as supported by their consistent presence on both OOI OBDAS arrays (e.g., ~30 km and ~60 km 263 

at OOI South; Figure 3). 264 

 265 

Figure 4. Power spectral density and SNR of a T-wave at the OOI OBDAS and a NEPTUNE OBS 266 

station. (a). Strain rate PSD of raw data and curvelet filtered data at N45_50. The solid lines denote 267 

the median PSDs of a T-wave across N45_50. The dashed lines correspond to the median PSDs of 268 

noise. The curves are color-coded to display the outcomes resulting from successive curvelet 269 

denoising steps. The shadow areas represent the 10th to 90th percentiles of corresponding PSDs 270 

obtained from individual channels at N45_50. (b). T-wave SNRs at OOI North (N45_50), OOI 271 

South (S50_55), and NEPTUNE station NCBC as a function of frequency. The SNR curves plotted 272 

for OBDAS represent the median SNRs of individual channels. The associated shadow areas 273 

correspond to the 10th to 90th percentiles of PSDs obtained from individual channels. N45_50, 274 

S50_55, and NCBC are at a similar water depth of ~400 m. 275 
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4.2 Curvelet denoising 276 

We adopt a curvelet denoising approach to enhance T-wave SNRs by taking advantage of 277 

waveform coherence across dense OBDAS channels. Curvelets are designed to optimally represent 278 

images with a finite number of geometric discontinuities along twice continuously differentiable 279 

curves, which is a desirable tool for DAS data with the T-wave acting as bounded curvature 280 

(Candès & Donoho, 2004). Compared to classic Fourier and wavelet transforms, the curvelet 281 

transform is a tight frame that enables the reconstruction of an image with a series of curvelets 282 

weighted by their coefficients but is better suited to preserving directional features through a polar 283 

tiling of the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain (Candès et al., 2006). For practical applications 284 

with discrete data (e.g., OBDAS seismic data), the curvelet transform is usually implemented in a 285 

discrete frame using Cartesian counterparts of the polar tiling. Explicitly, the f-k plane is 286 

partitioned into a range of concentric scales dictated by dyadic squares whose width doubles every 287 

scale (Figure 5). Each scale is further compartmentalized by slowness into a set of parabolic 288 

angular wedges, which correspond to needle-shaped wave packets or mother curvelets in the time 289 

domain (Figure 5). Due to the parabolic scaling, the number of wedges doubles every other scale, 290 

and the mother curvelets consequently become more needle-like at finer scales. In this manner, the 291 

curvelet transform presents a high degree of localization in position, frequency, and orientation, 292 

and thus has been exploited in seismology for seismic denoising (Hennenfent & Herrmann, 2006), 293 

wavefield reconstruction (Jack & Zhan, 2021), and seismic phase augmentation (Yu et al., 2017; 294 

Zhang & Langston, 2020). 295 

 296 

Figure 5. Schematic curvelet tiling of the frequency-wavenumber domain. The right panels are 297 

examples of the third scale and a parabolic angular wedge. Red wedges denote the wedges 298 

associated with T-wave slowness and thus are retained during the slowness removal. 299 
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Recently, Atterholt et al. (2022) proposed a unified wavefield-partitioning approach for 300 

simultaneously removing stochastic and coherent noise (e.g., traffic signals) for DAS on land. 301 

Under the curvelet frame, stochastic noise can be removed by implementing a soft thresholding to 302 

curvelet coefficients, which involves zeroing the curvelet coefficients below a noise threshold and 303 

subtracting the threshold from those above it. The effect of slowness removal for coherent noise 304 

is to mute angular wedges associated with the noise slowness. We follow a similar scheme and 305 

apply stochastic and slowness removal to OOI North for the Blanco example. We adopt a 306 

wrapping-based fast discrete curvelet transform algorithm for computational efficiency and assign 307 

wavelets to facilitate the implementation of appropriate basis functions at the finest scale (Candès 308 

et al., 2006). Unlike DAS on land, the noise level and T-wave energy of OBDAS exhibit significant 309 

lateral variation dependent on water depth and bathymetry (Figure 3). Therefore, we implement a 310 

spatially dependent soft thresholding by taking cable location into account. Specifically, we cut a 311 

180-s window before the T-wave arrival as a noise window and take the curvelet transform of it. 312 

For each curvelet, its coefficient matrix describes the corresponding noise level in both temporal 313 

and spatial dimensions. By rolling along the cable, we set the threshold as the 70th percentile of 314 

the coefficient matrix at each cable location. In slowness removal, we only retain the curvelets 315 

associated with T-waves propagating towards the shore at an apparent speed faster than ~1.0 km/s. 316 

Indeed, the stochastic and slowness removal improves T-wave SNRs at individual channels and 317 

suppresses the coherent noise moving seaward (Figures 6a/6d vs 6b/6e). Consequently, the median 318 

PSD of the stochastic and slowness filtered T-wave exceeds the noise level at low frequencies (e.g., 319 

2-4 Hz; Figure 4a).  320 

 321 

Figure 6. Illustration of curvelet denoising for enhancing T-wave SNRs on OBDAS. (a). T-wave 322 

SNRs of individual OBDAS channels in OOI North. (b). T-wave SNRs after stochastic denoising 323 

and slowness removal. (c). T-wave SNRs after an additional finest-scale removal. (d). The 4-6 Hz 324 
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OBDAS wavefield at N45_50 in Figure 3e. (e). The 4-6 Hz OBDAS wavefield after stochastic and 325 

slowness removal. (f). Similar to (e) but after an additional finest-scale removal. 326 

Despite the application of stochastic and slowness denoising, there is certain spiky noise in the 327 

data that cannot be effectively removed. The spiky noise demonstrates very low coherency and, 328 

therefore, unlikely corresponds to T-waves or any natural signals (Figure 6e). Upon thorough 329 

examination, we find that these spiky artifacts are primarily concentrated in the finest scale of the 330 

f-k domain. Thus, to further improve T-wave SNRs, we implement an additional finest-scale 331 

removal approach by zeroing out all the coefficients at finest scale (Figures 6c and 6f). As a result, 332 

the median PSD abruptly drops to ~10-19, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the 333 

original data (Figure 4a). Intriguingly, we observe that a small PSD peak emerges around 20 Hz 334 

in our noise time window, which has been suggested to be associated with whale calls (Wilcock 335 

et al., 2023; Figure 4a). After denoising, the median T-wave SNRs of OOI North and OOI South 336 

can reach up to ~25 dB over a broad frequency band spanning from 1.5 Hz to 30 Hz, slightly 337 

outperforming a NEPTUNE OBS at a similar water depth (Figure 4b). 338 

5 OBDAS for oceanic seismicity detection and location  339 

5.1 detecting T-wave events 340 

Curvelet denoising effectively enhances T-wave signals, enabling us to detect small T-wave events 341 

hidden in the noise. To illustrate, we select two representative events from the NEPTUNE T-wave 342 

catalog (i.e., Event No. 5 and 27 in Table S1). The first event with a small magnitude of ML1.7 343 

occurred near the Explorer ridge, which is about 460 km away from OOI North. The other event 344 

at the Blanco transform fault is at a shorter distance of ~240 km. We apply the recursive STA/LTA 345 

algorithm to detect T-waves in a frequency band of 5-10 Hz on the 40-60 km segment of OOI 346 

North (N40_60), which has relatively high SNRs along the cable (Figure 3). However, both events 347 

are too small to produce detectable T-wave signals in the raw data. Consequently, the STA/LTA 348 

approach fails to trigger a detection for the T-wave (Figures 7a and 7c), except for a small portion 349 

of the cable (e.g., at ~50 and ~60 km) where STA/LTA amplitudes slightly are higher than the 350 

background levels at the predicted T-wave arrival times of the Blanco event (Figure 7c). After 351 

denoising, T-waves become evidently visible across N40_60 for both events (Figures 7b and 7d), 352 

underscoring the great seismic monitoring potential of OBDAS. In addition, curvelet denoising 353 

also substantially enhances the P-wave from the Blanco earthquake while the S-wave remains 354 

undetected (Figure 7d). 355 
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 356 

Figure 7. Illustration of curvelet denoising for enhancing T-wave detectability of OBDAS. (a). 357 

STA/LTA results for 5-10 Hz raw OBDAS data of the ML1.7 earthquake on November 2nd, 2021 358 

(Event No. 5 in Table S1). (b). Similar to (a) but for denoised data. (c). STA/LTA detections using 359 

5-10 Hz raw OBDAS data of the Blanco earthquake on November 5th, 2021 (Event No. 27 in 360 

Table S1). (d). Similar to (c) but for curvelet denoised data. 361 

The evident effectiveness of curvelet denoising in these two small earthquakes motivates us to 362 

investigate the potential of OBDAS for long-term T-wave detection. We use the complete 4-day 363 

dataset of N40_60, downsample the data to 50 Hz, divide them into 10-min windows, and apply 364 

curvelet denoising and recursive STA/LTA. We average the STA/LTA over all channels with a 365 

velocity correction of 1.5 km/s. An event is detected if the averaged STA/LTA amplitude exceeds 366 

a threshold of 1.5, similar to the NEPTUNE T-wave catalog. After visual scrutinization to remove 367 

P-waves and false detections, we document a total of 92 T-wave events for OOI North. Compared 368 

to the NEPTUNE T-wave catalog, our new OOI North T-wave catalog includes 17 of the 27 369 

NEPTUNE events. The missed 10 events are local seismicity near the NEPTUNE array (gray 370 

circles in Figure 2), which are probably too small to be detected at OOI North. Meanwhile, OOI 371 

North identifies 2-3 times more earthquakes than the NEPTUNE array in the first half of the 372 

experiment (Figure 8). The excess T-wave events on OOI North are likely associated with 373 

aftershocks of a mb3.9 Blanco earthquake or a mb3.4 Blanco earthquake that both occurred on 374 

November 1st, 2021 (Figure 9), right before the experiment. The T-wave detection rate of OOI 375 

North gradually decreases from 6-8 events per 4 hours on November 2nd to 1-4 events per 4 hours 376 

on November 4th and 5th. This declining trend could be partially attributed to an increase in the 377 
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noise level starting on November 4th (Figure 8). A likely decrease in aftershock productivity may 378 

also contribute to the reduced detections but we lack independent observations to support this 379 

interpretation.  380 

 381 

Figure 8. Comparison of detection rates T-wave events on OOI North and NEPTUNE array. The 382 

orange curve of noise level on OOI North starts to increase on November 4th, 20021. 383 

The significantly higher number of T-wave event detections on OOI North compared to the 384 

NEPTUNE network highlights the potential of OBDAS for long-term oceanic seismicity 385 

monitoring, though the comparison may be not entirely fair given their different instrument 386 

locations. In spite of large uncertainty, a straightforward linear extrapolation based on the 92 387 

detections observed over a 4-day period suggests a potential annual detection rate of approximately 388 

8000 events. Using U.S. Navy SOSUS hydrophones, Fox et al. (1993) reported an annual detection 389 

of 1000-2000 events in the Juan de Fuca region and established a Gutenberg-Richter law with a b-390 

value of 1.42. Based on their model, our extrapolation of ~8000 events per year implies that OOI 391 

OBDAS can detect regional seismicity with a minimum magnitude of mb1.4. 392 

5.2 Constraining the source azimuth of Blanco earthquakes 393 

Even though retrieving a complete source location from T-waves recorded at one site is 394 

challenging, the cable directionality of OOI OBDAS enables us to estimate the back azimuth of 395 

regional Blanco earthquakes through array beamforming. For instance, assuming earthquakes 396 

occurred tightly along the Blanco transform fault trace (Kuna et al., 2019), we calculate the 397 

predicted T-wave arrival times along the OOI North cable for five equally spaced events using a 398 

constant sound speed of 1.5 km/s (Figure S2). The cable geometry alteration at cable distance of 399 

55 km yields apparently distinct slope patterns of the T-wave arrival time curves (Figure S2). 400 

Specifically, within the <55 km cable section, more pronounced disparities in apparent velocity 401 
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slopes are observed compared to the cable section beyond 55 km (Figure S2). This implies that the 402 

<55 km cable section exhibits higher sensitivity to azimuthal constraints of Blanco events. 403 

Therefore, we choose the N40_55 km segment—a region marked by high sensitivity to source 404 

location and high T-wave SNRs—to compute the apparent velocity and infer the back azimuth of 405 

a Blanco event detected by OBDAS. 406 

Indeed, the theoretical T-wave arrival times along the N40_50 segment from Blanco earthquakes 407 

unveil a discernible pattern of location-dependent apparent velocity (Figures 9). The apparent 408 

velocity gradually increases from 1.5 km/s to 5 km/s as an earthquake moves eastward along the 409 

Blanco transform fault (Figure 9), allowing for source azimuth estimation. Taking a Blanco event 410 

that occurred at 00:05 on November 2nd, 2021, as an example, a slant stack of its T-waves at 411 

N40_55 exhibits an amplitude peak at an apparent velocity of 1.82 km/s, which corresponds to a 412 

back azimuth of 252° given a propagation speed of 1.5 km/s (Figure 9). The resolved back azimuth 413 

intercepts the Blanco fault trace at a location of 44.08°N, 129.17°W. The Blanco example is close 414 

to our relocated mb3.4 Blanco event that occurred at 2021-11-01T12:59, right before the OOI 415 

community experiment, suggesting that it could be an aftershock of the mb3.4 event. With this 416 

location, we calculate the theoretical T-wave arrival times at two NEPTUNE stations, which align 417 

reasonably well with observed data (Figure S3). Meanwhile, compared to the mb3.9 and mb3.4 418 

events, the T-wave amplitudes of our Blanco event example are one order of magnitude weaker at 419 

the same station (Figure S3), indicating a relatively small magnitude. However, only OOI North 420 

is used in this example, leaving the epicenter distance unresolved. Looking forward, an optimal 421 

approach to determine the source location would involve integrating travel time and slowness data 422 

from all available instruments, including OBDAS, T-wave stations, and hydrophones from a wide 423 

range of azimuths.  424 
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  425 

Figure 9. Locating the 2021-11-02T00:05 Blanco earthquake using T-waves on OOI North. (a). 426 

Slowness sensitivity of OOI North T-wave to earthquake location. The color along the Blanco 427 

transform fault shows predicted T-wave slowness at N40_55 (black line), corresponding to 428 

different earthquake locations along the fault. The green circles and red star denote the relocated 429 

mb3.9, mb3.4 and estimated location of the 2021-11-02T00:05 event, respectively. (b). T-waves 430 

at 5-10 Hz and slant stack results. The orange dashed line represents the T-wave apparent velocity 431 

of 1.82 km/s. 432 

6 OBDAS for seismic ocean thermometry 433 

The improved SNRs of T-waves through denoising also helps enhance the feasibility of OBDAS-434 

based seismic ocean thermometry, allowing a larger number of small repeating earthquakes to be 435 

employed for SOT. In the Northeast Pacific, the abundant seismicity along the Aleutian subduction 436 

zone can generate high-quality T-waves propagating to the OOI OBS array. Following Wu et al. 437 

(2020), we identify two repeating earthquakes, on June 15th, 2016 and January 7th, 2018, near the 438 

epicenter of the Mw5.2 Fox Islands earthquake. They exhibit almost identical P-waves at four 439 

local stations (Figure 10c). The corresponding T-waves at OOI OBSs HYS11-14 also show high 440 

cross-correlation (CC) coefficients of ~0.90 in a frequency band of 2.5-3.5 Hz (Figure 10e). The 441 

CC coefficient gradually drops as the frequency increases (Figure 10d), that is similar to the 442 

previous observations in the Indian Ocean (Callies et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2023). Taking a CC 443 
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coefficient threshold of 0.6, the T-wave travel time shifts between 2.35 Hz and 4.6 Hz would be 444 

used to infer average ocean temperature change along the T-wave path. In this example, the slight 445 

T-wave travel time shift of -0.04 s at 3 Hz (Figure 10d) indicates a weakly warming ocean averaged 446 

over the top 3 km of the water column along the ~3000 km source-receiver path (see supplementary 447 

text S2 and Figure S4 for more details; Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999; McDougall & Barker, 2011; 448 

Forget et al., 2015).  449 

 450 

Figure 10. Illustration of SOT concept using repeating earthquakes in the Aleutian trench and OOI 451 

OBSs. (a). The map of repeating earthquakes and local stations at the Aleutian trench. (b). The 452 

map of OOI OBS array. (c). P-waves of the 15 June 2016 event (red) and 7 January 2018 (blue) 453 

event. The station names and CC coefficients are indicated on the left.  P-waves from the 2016 454 

event are synchronized based on their predicted arrivals at each station using the ISC source 455 

parameters. The P-waves from the 2018 event are aligned with the corresponding 2016 P-waves 456 

using waveform cross correlation. (d). Frequency dependent T-wave CC results of HYS13. The 457 

green line indicates the frequency-dependent time shifts measured by tracking the stripe of peak 458 

CC coefficient above 0.6. The green dot shows a time shift of -0.04 s measured at 3 Hz. (e). T-459 

waves at the four OOI OBSs. The relative origin time error between the 2016 event and 2018 event 460 

is corrected using the P-waves shown in (c). 461 

Within the limited 4-day experiment period, we do not find any natural repeating earthquake pair 462 

in the Northeast Pacific region producing T-waves usable for SOT. Thus, we generate pseudo-463 

repeating earthquakes to evaluate the SOT performance of OBDAS by incorporating realistic noise 464 

data into the T-waves of the Mw5.2 Fox Islands earthquake. Specifically, we randomly select 20 465 
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three-minute noise data segments from OOI North and superimpose each of these noise segments 466 

onto magnitude-calibrated T-waves. To perform the calibration, we assume a circular crack model 467 

and constant stress drop (Madariaga, 1976; Allmann & Shearer, 2009). Based on this assumption, 468 

the T-wave amplitude would be proportional to Mo
2/3, where Mo represents the seismic moment. 469 

For instance, a decrease in the moment magnitude by one-unit results in a 10-fold drop of T-wave 470 

amplitude. With the scaling, we generate pseudo-repeating OBSDAS T-waves for a given 471 

magnitude, perform curvelet denoising, and evaluate the performance of OBSDAS for SOT. We 472 

use the OBDAS data at N40_60 for illustration. It is important to point out that applying stochastic 473 

removal independently to each pseudo-repeating event can lead to inconsistent zeroing of noisy 474 

curvelet coefficients and compromise the accuracy of T-wave time shifts. To ensure a consistent 475 

and unbiased treatment of the repeating T-waves, we identify and remove the overlapping noisy 476 

curvelet coefficients for each given pair in the curvelet denoising. 477 

 478 

Figure 11. Illustration of improved CCs with curvelet denoising of OBDAS Data. (a). Raw T-479 

wave CCs between two Mw3.5 pseudo-repeating earthquakes at 3-5 Hz. The top panel presents 480 

the stacked CC (multiplied by 20 for better visualization), the orange shadow area denotes the 481 

10th-90th percentile of individual CCs. (b). Similar to (a) but for denoised T-waves. 482 

As an example, we generate two M3.5 pseudo-repeating earthquakes by downscaling the T-waves 483 

from the Mw5.2 Fox Islands earthquake with a factor of 50. We cut the two repeating T-waves 484 

with a 60-s time window and cross correlate them at individual OBDAS channels. However, the 485 

T-wave signals are so weak relative to the noise that no coherent CC signals are observed (Figure 486 

11a). The stacked CC waveform exhibits a weak peak at a time shift of -0.27 s, substantially 487 
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deviating from the input value of 0.0 s. In contrast, curvelet denoising greatly enhances the T-wave, 488 

resulting in coherent CC signals that are visible on most channels. The coherent signal is further 489 

enhanced in the stacked CC waveform with a clear peak amplitude at 0.0 s, matching the expected 490 

input number (Figure 11b). Here, we first cross correlate individual T-waves and subsequently 491 

stack the resulting CCs to accommodate potential waveform variations among different channels. 492 

Conversely, stacking array waveforms prior to the cross-correlation step may lead to destructive 493 

interference of T-waves, compromising the accuracy of the measurements. 494 

To ensure robustness, we repeat this M3.5 repeater analysis using all the selected 20 noise windows, 495 

which yields a total of 190 pseudo-repeating earthquake pairs. We successfully retrieve the 496 

expected time shift of 0.00 s across all pairs, with an error margin of less than 0.02 s corresponding 497 

to our downsampled time interval (Figure 12a). Furthermore, we extend the M3.5 scenario to a 498 

wide range of earthquake magnitude, spanning from M2.7 to M4.1 with an interval of M0.1. 499 

Curvelet denoising evidently reduces the magnitude required for reliable time shift measurements 500 

(Figure 12a). Taking a criterion of >99% pairs with successful time shift retrieval (i.e., SOT 501 

robustness >0.99 in Figure 12a), the magnitude threshold decreases from M4.0 to M3.5. Based on 502 

the Gutenberg-Richter law (Gutenberg & Richter, 1944), a decrease in magnitude threshold by 503 

M0.5 would result in a roughly threefold increase in the count of usable repeating events. 504 

Additionally, the quadratic relationship between the number of repeaters and repeating pairs 505 

indicates a potential order of magnitude increase of repeating pairs.  506 

 507 
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Figure 12. Comparison of SOT performance between OBDAS and OBS. (a). SOT robustness 508 

using HYS11 data, raw OOI North data, and denoised OOI North data, as a function of earthquake 509 

magnitude. The SOT robustness is indexed by the ratio of successful pairs, where the input travel 510 

time shift of 0.00 s is accurately recovered, to the total number of repeating pairs. The stars indicate 511 

magnitude thresholds, above which >99% pairs accurately retrieve the time shift. (b). CC peak 512 

amplitudes using HYS11 and denoised OOI North data, as a function of earthquake magnitude. 513 

The blue represents the median of CC peak amplitudes among the 1400 repeating pairs for HYS11. 514 

The red line shows the median of stacking CC amplitude peaks among the 190 repeating pairs for 515 

OOI North. The shadow area indicates the 10th-90th percentiles.  516 

We also attempt to evaluate the SOT performance of a neighboring OBS station, specifically 517 

HYS11, for a comparison with OBDAS (Figure 1). However, during the community experiment, 518 

HYS11 was inactive for maintenance and did not record the T-wave from the M5.2 Fox island 519 

earthquake. To address the issue, one could involve another M5.2 earthquake recorded by HYS11 520 

or a different magnitude earthquake with magnitude calibration. However, such an approach can 521 

introduce substantial uncertainty due to the complex nature of T-wave excitation, where even slight 522 

differences in source parameters can affect T-wave amplitudes and thus lead to calibration biases. 523 

Therefore, we opt not to solely rely on the simplistic calibration method. Alternatively, we leverage 524 

the NEPTUNE dataset, which captures earthquakes during, after and prior to the experiment, to 525 

establish a reliable calibration relation between OBDAS and HYS11 (see supplement material text 526 

S3 for details; Figure S5). Using NEPTUNE as a reference, the calibration method effectively 527 

cancels out complex effects arising from differences in source parameters and bridges a direct 528 

comparison between OBS and OBDAS. Similar to the aforementioned evaluation for OBDAS, we 529 

generate pseudo-repeating pairs for HYS11 by utilizing seven Mw5.0+ Fox islands earthquakes 530 

(Figure S6) and 200 randomly selected noise waveforms. With a total of 1400 pseudo-repeating 531 

pairs, the magnitude threshold for HYS11 is M3.7, higher than the threshold of M3.5 for OBDAS 532 

(Figure 12a). This magnitude difference indicates that using OBDAS can potentially provide four 533 

times more small repeating pairs for SOT compared to OBS. However, it is important to note that 534 

our comparison is influenced by the noise level of OBDAS. The current 4-day OBDAS data show 535 

large variations in noise levels (Figure 8), indicating that long-term OBDAS observations are 536 

required for a robust quantification. In addition, our estimated magnitude threshold for SOT can 537 

vary substantially depending on the region and the earthquake source parameters, as T-wave 538 

excitation is strongly modulated by bathymetric features in different regions, resulting in varying 539 

SNRs of the T-wave (de Groot-Hedlin & Orcutt, 2001).  540 

In practical SOT applications, a CC coefficient threshold is typically used to ensure accurate T-541 

wave time shift measurements. Previous studies using T-wave stations and hydrophones have 542 

established an empirical threshold of 0.6 based on visual examination of the CC waveforms, 543 

lacking a solid justification (Wu et al., 2020). Intriguingly, our pseudo-repeating tests show that 544 

the median of CC peak amplitudes for HYS11 corresponds to 0.6 at the magnitude threshold of 545 
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M3.7 (Figure 12b), supporting the previous choices. For OBDAS data, a lower threshold, such as 546 

0.2 for OOI North, can be adopted benefiting from stacking of multiple channels. 547 

7 Discussion: Noise in OBDAS data 548 

The noise level in OBDAS data is a critical parameter affecting the T-wave data quality. During 549 

the four-day experiment, the OBDAS noise level gradually increased by a factor of 1-2. The source 550 

of OBDAS noise and its temporal variability remain unclear. Analysis of previous OBS data 551 

indicates that tilt and compliance processes are major contributors to OBS noise, both of which 552 

are associated with ocean dynamics (Hilmo & Wilcock, 2020; Janiszewski et al., 2022). While 553 

OBDAS and OBS operate on distinct principles for vibration sensing, their noise sources are not 554 

necessarily identical. Nevertheless, we do observe fluctuations in ocean wave height and wind 555 

direction within the four-day period (Hersbach et al., 2023), suggesting a potential link between 556 

OBDAS noise and ocean dynamics (Figure S7). However, such correlation is still inconclusive 557 

due to limited 4-day data.  558 

To evaluate the effect of varying noise on SOT, we randomly select 20 noise samples each from 559 

the first and last 24 hours, representing low and high noise levels, respectively. Consequently, the 560 

magnitude threshold for high-quality SOT increases from M3.2 at low noise level to M3.6 at high 561 

noise level (Figure S8a). Nonetheless, the corresponding median of CC peak amplitudes for both 562 

scenarios consistently fall within the range of 0.1-0.2, reinforcing that a CC coefficient threshold 563 

of 0.2 could be suitable for SOT using a 20-km OBDAS cable regardless of noise level (Figure 564 

S8b). Meanwhile, in previous sections, we use a fixed threshold of 70th percentile noise level for 565 

the stochastic removal. Given the temporal variability of OBDAS noise levels, one may adjust the 566 

threshold for better denoising. Yet, our tests indicate that varying the threshold within the 50th-567 

100th percentile range barely affects the SOT performance – only the 90th percentile threshold 568 

case marginally outperforms the others (Figure S9). However, our assessment strongly relies on 569 

current dataset and might not be generalized to other OBDAS datasets. 570 

Although curvelet denoising efficiently reduces noise, the exact sources of the noise remain 571 

unknown. In particular, the strong incoherent spiky noise is ubiquitous in the OBDAS data (Figure 572 

S10). It often accompanies ocean gravity waves and becomes most pronounced around the peaks 573 

and troughs of these waves (Figure S10). Its amplitude generally increases at shallower water 574 

depths (Figure S10). Intriguingly, higher noise levels in shallower water have also been reported 575 

in OBS data, which are attributed to the seafloor compliance effects due to orbital motions of ocean 576 

waves (Hilmo & Wilcock, 2020; Janiszewski et al., 2022).  The spiky noise in OBDAS data also 577 

shows a similar depth dependency, although its exact mechanism remains mysterious. Thus, 578 

further investigations with more data from diverse ocean environments are warranted to better 579 

understand the characteristics and sources of OBDAS noise. 580 
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8 Conclusions 581 

In this study, we investigate the performance of OBDAS for oceanic seismicity detection and SOT 582 

using the 4-day data collected from the OOI cables offshore central Oregon. To do so, we first 583 

develop a curvelet denoising that effectively enhances T-wave signals. This scheme includes 584 

stochastic noise removal, slowness removal and finest-scale removal for different types of noise. 585 

Our results demonstrate that curvelet denoising effectively enhances T-wave signal, resulting in a 586 

substantial improvement of T-wave event detectability. After denoising, we identify 92 oceanic 587 

events on OOI North, which is three times more than the NEPTUNE catalog. However, the T-588 

wave detectability of OOI North decreases due to a higher noise level during the latter half of the 589 

experiment, highlighting the influences of noise variations. The sensor density and cable 590 

directionality of OBDAS enables us to constrain the source azimuth of regional oceanic seismicity. 591 

We also evaluate the SOT feasibility of OBDAS and juxtapose its performance with conventional 592 

OBSs. To evaluate the feasibility, we synthesize T-waves of pseudo-repeating earthquakes using 593 

the observed T-waves from a Mw5.2 Fox Islands earthquake and background noise recorded by 594 

OOI OBDAS. Our findings show that OOI OBDAS, leveraging its array data advantage, can 595 

record T-waves from a ~3000 km distant repeating earthquake, with a magnitude >M3.5, suitable 596 

for SOT. In contrast, using OBS requires a slightly higher magnitude threshold of M3.7. However, 597 

the performance of OBDAS for  oceanic seismicity detection and SOT highly depends on both 598 

natural and instrumental noise levels, which awaits further investigation. 599 
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Text S1. Earthquake origin time, location, and magnitude of NEPTUNE T-wave 

catalog 

To determine the origin times and locations of earthquakes in the NEPTUNE T-wave 

catalog, we perform a grid search by minimizing the misfit function 𝜓 = ∑ |𝑡𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡

+𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 − 𝑡𝑖
𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘

|, where n is the number of stations used for grid search. The origin time 

𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛  is calculated as  𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 =  
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑡𝑖

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡
− 𝑡𝑖

𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘
)𝑛

𝑖=1 , where 𝑡𝑖
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡

 and 𝑡𝑖
𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘

 denote 

the predicted and picked seismic arrival time at ith station, respectively. We use a global 

1D model IASP91 to calculate the predicted arrivals (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). For P-

waves and S-waves, we manually pick up their onset times on the vertical seismograms in 

a frequency band of 5-10 Hz. The searched area is bounded by 47°N and 52°N in latitude 

and 126°W and 132°W in longitude with an interval of 0.02°. When P-waves and S-waves 

are not available, event locations are constrained by T-waves. The arrival times of T-waves 

are picked at their envelop peaks and the searched grids are limited to seismic active areas 

(Figure S1a).  

When clear P-waves and S-waves are available, we compute the local magnitude given as 

𝑀𝐿 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴 + log (
𝐷

100
) + 0.00301 ∗ (𝐷 − 100) + 3.0 (Hutton & Boore, 1987), where A is the 

peak-to-peak amplitude of Wood Anderson type seismograms and D represents the 

epicentral distance. We convert the waveforms to Wood Anderson seismograph, filter 

them to 2-10 Hz, calculate the peak-to-peak amplitude and then compute the local 

magnitude by averaging over the three components of all available stations. 

Text S2. T-wave travel time sensitivity kernel 

We use the 2D spectral element method SPECFEM2D (Komatitsch & Tromp, 1999) to 

compute the T-wave travel time sensitivity kernels. Following Wu et al. (2023), we 

incorporate the global sediment and real bathymetry features to build a 3230 km 

(distance) X 40 km (depth) 2D slice model. A very shallow sea mountain present on the 

source-receiver great circle path seriously blocks the T-wave propagation, so we take 

another path, which corresponds to an effective source at 80 km further west, to avoid the 

strong blocking effects. The ocean sound speeds are calculated using the GSW package 

(McDougall & Barker, 2011) with the temperature and salinity inputs from the ECCOv4r4 

climatology (Forget et al., 2015). The model is meshed with 20,000 (distance) X 96 (depth) 

elements to resolve 3.5 Hz T-wave. We cut the synthetic T-wave with a 60 s time window 

and run adjoint simulations to calculate the T-wave travel time sensitivity kernels (Figure 

S4).  

Text S3. T-wave amplitude ratio between NEPTUNE NCBC and OOI HYS11 

We download the east-component seismograms of the NEPTUNE station NCBC and the 

OOI station HYS11 for 27 ISC cataloged high-quality T-wave events around the Fox islands, 

bandpass filter the waveforms to 3-5 Hz, calculate the envelopes with a 5-s sliding smooth 

window, and compute the HYS11/NCBC peak amplitude ratios within a 150-s window after 

the predicted T-wave arrival times (Figure S5). The ISC body wave magnitude mb is 

converted to moment magnitude Mw using the empirical equation 𝑀𝑤 = (𝑚𝑏
𝐼𝑆𝐶 −

1.65)/0.65 (Das et al., 2011).  
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The HYS11/NCBC amplitude ratios have a mean number of 0.35 with a standard deviation 

of 0.07 (Figure S5). The consistent ratios indicate that T-waves at HYS11 and NCBC from 

earthquakes near the Fox islands share similar propagation effects, that allows us to use 

NCBC as a reference to synthesize T-wave at HYS11 from the Mw5.2 Fox island earthquake. 

The procedure works as follows: we download the HYS11 east-component seismograms 

of seven Mw5.3-5.9 earthquakes in this region (Figure S6); For each event, the 

corresponding T-wave is calibrated to Mw5.2 by scaling its own peak amplitude to 

𝐴𝐻𝑌𝑆11
𝑀𝑤5.2 = 𝐴𝑁𝐶𝐵𝐶

𝑀𝑤5.2 ∗ 0.35, where 𝐴𝑁𝐶𝐵𝐶
𝑀𝑤5.2 is the observed NCBC T-wave peak amplitude from 

the Mw5.2 Fox Island event; Once the Mw5.2 T-waves at HYS11 are available, we can follow 

the same approach as that for the OOI North but use the seven Mw5.2 T-waves to conduct 

the SOT robustness analysis for HYS11 .   

Text S4. Correlation between the variations of OBDAS noise level and ocean 

dynamics  

We download wind significant wave height, wind speed, and wind direction data for the 

OOI OBDAS region from Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data Store 

(CDS; DOI:10.24381/cds.adbb2d47). These parameters are commonly used to characterize 

the ocean swells and locally generated surface gravity waves. Notably, we observed 

substantial shifts in the ocean state over the course of the 4-day experiment (Figure S7). 

In particular, a sudden change in wind direction and significant wave height was recorded 

on November 4th, 2021, coinciding with the initiation of the increase in OBDAS noise level 

on the same date. 

Text S5. Influence of OBDAS noise level on its performance for SOT 

We randomly select 20 noise samples from the first 24 hours and another 20 noise samples 

for the last 24 hours, representing low and high noise levels, respectively. We generate 

190 pseudo-repeating pairs for each testing earthquake magnitude in each noise level 

scenario and compute the corresponding SOT robustness and cross-correlation amplitude 

peaks. It is clear that the high noise level results in deterioration in SOT performance 

(Figure S8). 

Text S6. Testing different noise percentile thresholds for the stochastic removal  

Following the method used in Figure 11a, we randomly select 20 noise windows and 

generate 190 pseudo-repeating OBDAS pairs for different earthquake magnitudes ranging 

from M2.7 to M4.1. For each magnitude, we test six different noise thresholds from 50th 

percentile to 100th percentile of selected noise for the stochastic removal. After the curvelet 

denoising, we conduct the SOT measuring for each repeating pair and examine the time 

shift retrieval. Overall, using the six noise thresholds yields comparable SOT performance, 

in terms of SOT robustness, across the tested earthquake magnitude range (Figure S9). 

  

https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.adbb2d47
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Figure S1. (a). Map of background seismicity (dark gray circles), grid-search locations (blue 

dots) and seismic stations used for locating earthquakes. Black triangles are land stations 

of which clear P-waves and S-waves are observed and used for locating earthquakes. (b). 

An example of P-waves and S-waves (5-10 Hz) recorded at onshore stations from Event 

No.11 in Table S1. 
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Figure S2. OOI North T-wave slowness sensitivity to earthquake location. (a). Map view of 

five equally spaced Blanco earthquake testing locations and the OOI North OBDAS. (b). 

Theoretical T-wave arrival times on OOI North, relative to that at a cable distance of 55km. 

Each line shows the arrival times of corresponding testing location in (a). Note the arrival 

time kinks around 55 km due to a cable geometry change. 
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Figure S3. T-waves observed at two NEPTUNE stations from the 11-02T00:05 Blanco 

earthquake and two Blanco events (mb3.9 & mb3.4) occurred in 2021-11-01 as shown in 

Figure 13. The waveforms are bandpass filtered between 4-8 Hz, the gray lines and green 

dots represent the corresponding envelopes and predicted T-wave arrival times from the 

estimated location of the 11-20T00:05 event in Figure 9, respectively. It is hard to identify 

T-waves at other NEPTUNE stations due to their high noise levels.
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Figure S4. T-wave travel time sensitivity kernel (2.5-3.5 Hz) for the Aleutian-OOI path. The 

right panel is the averaged T-wave sensitivity kernel along the path. 
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Figure S5. Amplitude ratios of T-wave envelopes between OOI HYS11 and NEPTUNE 

NCBC for ISC catalogued earthquakes near the Fox Islands. The dashed line is the averaged 

ratio (~0.35) among all the data points. 
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Figure S6. Seven moderate size events (purple circles) used in calculating the SOT 

robustness of HYS11. It is noted that the locations of two events overlap, making them 

visually hard to distinguish.  
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Figure S7. Comparison of OBDAS noise level, wind speed (at 10 m above the sea 

surface), wind direction and significant wave height.  
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Figure S8. Noise effect on OBDAS performance for SOT. (a). Comparison of SOT 

robustness between low noise level scenario and high noise level scenario for denoised 

OOI North OBDAS data. (b). Corresponding cross-correlation amplitude between low 

noise level and high noise level on OBDAS. The stars mark the minimum magnitudes that 

yield reliable time shift measurements. 
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Figure S9. Effects of noise threshold in stochastic removal on the OBDAS performance for 

SOT. 
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Figure S10. 4-min raw strain rate waveforms recorded at OOI North. The channel index is 

indicated at the top left. Strong high-frequency noises emerge at the peaks and troughs 

of ocean gravity waves. These noises become weaker in channels at larger ocean depths. 

Note that the y-axis has a different scale in each subplot. 
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No

. 
Event time (UTC) Latitude Longitude 

Depth 

[km] 

Magnitud

e 

Data used 

for location 

1 
2021-11-01 

22:59:13.64 
47.20° -129.20° 10.0* -- T-wave 

2 
2021-11-01 

23:19:59.70 
49.16° -128.32° 10.0* ML1.6 P-, S-waves 

3 
2021-11-02 

00:11:12.64 
43.90° -129.55° 10.0* -- T-wave 

4 
2021-11-02 

02:14:38.88 
50.24° -129.82° 10.0* ML2.3 

P-, S-

waves 

5 
2021-11-02 

05:41:35.24 
50.40° -129.78° 10.0* ML1.7 

P-, S-

waves 

6 
2021-11-02 

08:47:56.82 
47.85° -128.90° 10.0* -- T-wave 

7 
2021-11-02 

12:02:44.29 
43.35° -127.10° 10.0* -- T-wave 

8 
2021-11-02 

13:13:46.84 
47.75° -128.60° 10.0* -- T-wave 

9 
2021-11-02 

15:01:05.13 
47.20° -129.20° 10.0* -- T-wave 

10 
2021-11-02 

18:01:17.36 
49.17° -128.00° 10.0* MLSn2.0 ISC catalog 

11 
2021-11-02 

18:15:17.79 
50.49° -130.16° 10.0* MLSn2.5 

ISC 

catalog 

12 
2021-11-03 

00:24:50.73 
40.35° -124.28° 27.5 Mw4.4 ISC catalog 

13 
2021-11-03 

03:33:51.87 
49.08° -128.06° 10.0* ML1.8 P-, S-waves 

14 
2021-11-03 

15:43:07.68 
47.80° -129.40° 10.0* -- T-wave 

15 
2021-11-03 

16:20:18.26 
47.75° -128.90° 10.0* -- T-wave 

16 
2021-11-04 

01:59:52.31 
47.45° -128.65° 10.0* -- T-wave 

17 
2021-11-04 

03:43:21.34 
44.20° -129.05° 10.0* -- T-wave 

18 
2021-11-04 

05:15:01.55 
48.65° -128.35° 10.0* -- T-wave 

19 
2021-11-04 

05:48:50.15 
44.40° -129.20° 10.0* -- T-wave 

20 
2021-11-04 

08:57:06.93 
52.67° -167.93° 39.3 Mw5.2 

ISC 

catalog 
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Table S1. T-wave catalog during the OOI DAS experiment using the NEPTUNE array. 

Symbol * denotes that the depth is fixed at 10 km. Earthquakes highlighted in red bold 

font generate identified T-waves on OOI DAS. 

21 
2021-11-04 

10:23:49.43 
47.85° -128.55° 10.0* -- T-wave 

22 
2021-11-04 

14:38:35.49 
44.70° -129.05° 10.0* -- T-wave 

23 
2021-11-04 

19:17:15.98 
54.73° -156.92° 10.0 mb4.5 

ISC 

catalog 

24 
2021-11-04 

20:16:14.48 
47.20° -128.80° 10.0* -- 

T-wave 

25 
2021-11-04 

20:32:16.45 
43.60° -128.90° 10.0* -- 

T-wave 

26 
2021-11-04 

23:39:17.62 
54.69° -156.91° 10.0 mb4.0 

ISC 

catalog 

27 
2021-11-05 

05:12:49.48 
43.60° -128.40° 10.0* -- T-wave 
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